
Geo-Art Research 

Location: N 36 12.387 W 079 48.114 Greensboro, North Carolina 

Theme (paste image to last page):  

When Launched: 7/23/14 

Owner: CacheCredit 

Cache Types (Number): Mystery (81) 

Approximate Number of Visitors: 268 

Cache Favorite Points: 31 

Feedback from the Owner (Why / Workload): We asked the owner, CacheCredit, how he went 
about creating this geoart and what inspired him to make it.  He replied “I am comfortable with 
CAD, Google Earth, and my GPS software, in the end, I used all of that a more to create the 
geoart.  The shape itself was inspired by the airport downrange (the plane is coming in for a 
landing – ie. Final Approach) Beyond that is seemed fun, and less random than some others.”  
Beyond that, I read the descriptions he left to get more information.  Each cache in the series 
has a relatively simple and quick puzzle to solve.  The geoart is a plane with a wingspan of 2 
miles and is 2.5 miles from nose to tail.  It is located right outside of Piedmont Triad 
International Airport.  Most of the caches are micro but some are small.  The difficulty is 2 out 
of 5 stars and the terrain is 1.5 out of 5 stars so it is not a real challenging quest. 



Selective Cacher Comments / Feedback 

We messaged many people that had done this geocache but very few responded to us.  I asked 

Mondou2 why he decided to do this geocache and what he thought of it.  He replied, “I do all 

geo art I can find/solve.”  Looking through the comments was how we got most of our 

information.  Most Cachers in the comments said this is not a real difficult geo-art quest.  Most 

caches involved a simple puzzle.  Some visitors said there were quite a few missing or broken 

caches which were in logs or containers.  Overall, it seems that is maintained well.  I did not find 

any negative comments so it appears to be a well-liked cache.  It has about 270 finds and 31 

favorites. 



Additional Details (Geo-Art Image) 


